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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of the meeting of the Children and Families Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee held on Thursday 12 January 2023 commencing at 10.00 am at the .

PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:

Charlotte Blanch
Cllr Linda Cohen
Cllr David Drew
Cllr Ben Evans (Vice-
Chair)
Cllr Tim Harman

Cllr Stephen Hirst
Cllr Beki Hoyland
Cllr Mark Mackenzie-Charrington
Cllr Dr Andrew Miller (Chairman)

Substitutes:

Apologies: Cllr Emma Nelson and Ambassador for Vulnerable Children and 
Young People

52. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

Cllr Andrew Miller declared an interest as a foster carer for Gloucestershire County 
Council (GCC).

Cllr Beki Hoyland declared an interest as a mentor for the Young Girls Project

53. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The Chair advised the Committee that he had spoken with the Chair of Corporate 
Overview Scrutiny Committee, regarding the actions from the previous meeting and 
it had been agreed the CFSC would continue to monitor and discuss Children’s 
Services ICT.  

Resolved 

The minutes of the meeting held on 24th November 2022 were approved as a 
correct record.  

54. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE - GCC DUTIES 

Phil Haslett, Head of Education Strategy and Development introduced the report 
and explained that attendance was a very important focus for the Department for 
Education as outlined in the White Paper and Schools Bill. It was also explained 
that changes to address attendance needed to be in collaboration with families and 
schools.
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Attendance was reported as very good across Gloucestershire County in 
comparison to national averages and this was mostly consistent across the County.  
National policy had added focus on early intervention and support and this was 
something that was already being implemented in Gloucestershire. In response to a 
question about persistent non-attendance, it was explained that early help and 
support was used to help families and the Inclusion Team worked in cooperation 
with schools on an individual case-by-case approach.

A burdens assessment had been carried out that evaluated resource and funding 
implications of the changes in Local Authority responsibilities. The assessment 
found that it did not require additional funding but it was explained in reality it 
needed more resources and it was predicted they would have to adjust current 
resources accordingly to accommodate this.

The policy had changed to enable tracking attendance nationally more easily further 
to the pandemic and all schools were required to sign up to the government portal, 
WONDE, by September 2023. Local authorities were also expected to have an 
Attendance Support Team, however the  significant change and resource 
requirement for Gloucestershire County Council’s Children’s Services Team would 
be termly meetings with each school. In response to members’ questions, it was 
explained that these termly meetings could not be done with multiple schools at the 
same time but may be conducted virtually in order to assist with efficiencies.

Members were advised there was a meeting Department for Education Attendance 
Adviser allocated to Gloucestershire and meetings have been scheduled in January 
with a to support implementation of  the new requirements.

A member raised a safeguarding concern about schools that had not been sharing 
attendance data but the officer explained it had typically been an issue of systems 
that were not aligned rather than schools that were being obstructive. It was noted 
there were no safeguarding concerns at this point.  

In response to a question about whether there was more that members could do to 
help receive more national level funding, it was explained that all options had been 
investigated and there was some hope that there would be some leverage when 
the Bill progressed through legislation.

A question was raised concerning home-schooling arrangements. It was explained 
that children that had left a school to go into elective home education were picked 
up at school visits. It was also explained that Gloucestershire's elective home 
education service was seen as a better approach compared to other parts of the 
UK.   It was clarified there was a general increase in home education numbers 
rather than children being expelled from schools, as some parents felt home 
education was the right education route for their child.   

A member raised concern over the relationship between attendance and school 
performance. Officers explained they did not have direct data from within the 
County but accepted that there was a broadly accepted principle that attendance 
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was related to educational outcome.   It was also noted the Authority received daily 
updates about attendance from schools that were reporting.

A member raised concern over the figure of 84% attendance   from Alternative 
Provision Services (APS). It was explained there was only one APS that was 
reporting data and the Authority had been working directly with them to improve the 
level of absence.  The Committee recognised that attendance at APS were 
consistently lower and this was also a national issue. 

The Director of Children Services (DCS) explained that if children weren't in an 
education setting, then they weren't learning anything and this in turn presented a 
significant burden for Children Services in the long term.  He recognised that 
educational attendance was an important factor, as it kept vulnerable children safe.  

55. RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF CHILDREN SERVICES STAFF 

Chris Spencer, Director of Children’s Services (DCS), gave a summary of this 
report. It was explained that multiple pipelines were being used to create a more 
stable workforce including; the Social Work Academy, the Open University, 
apprenticeships, student placements and international recruitment.

It was noted that 34% of social workers were agency workers as there had been 
high attrition rates in full time social workers, and recruitment agencies had been 
aggressively recruiting social workers into the agency market. The DCS remarked 
that Children’s Services could save £2million if all agency workers were employed 
by the County Council.

Members raised concern that salary progression for Gloucestershire County 
Council social workers did not match up with other authorities and suggested this 
could have affected staff retention. Officers explained that remuneration was not the 
only reason for staff leaving and that salaries were arranged in collaboration with 
neighbouring authorities to avoid driving up wages. Paying staff more would 
undoubtedly help, but the staffing budget was already overspent.

A member informed the Committee that prior to the meeting, she explored how to 
become a social worker online and had found it difficult to find clear instructions on 
how to get started. Officers were asked whether enough was being done to recruit 
new social workers. Officers explained that ideally a national campaign for social 
work would be rolled out and that having multiple routes in to social work did 
complicate things. It was noted the social care sector was awaiting Department for 
Education implementation for a programme of progression into social care.

Several members raised the issue of housing being too expensive to incentivise 
young social workers to live and work in Gloucestershire and wondered what 
Gloucestershire County Council could do to help. Officers explained that 
accommodation support costs for social workers were offered up to £150/week but 
the Authority did not have housing stock that could be offered. 
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The Executive Director felt it was necessary to have discussions with the District 
Councils, in order to identify the problems and find solutions.  A member suggested 
officers should contact Renishaw as they were a large employer in Gloucestershire 
and had experience with staff accommodation.  

It was also explained that agencies were the biggest threat and that the Department 
for Education was on the cusp of legislative changes to prevent newly qualified 
social workers from going directly into agency work. It was anticipated this could be 
up to a two-year limit. Members.  Members felt there was a moral and ethical crisis 
in the profession and showed a willingness to contribute to lobbying for this change.  
The Cabinet Member for Children's Safeguarding and Early Years supported the 
committee's request to lobby the appropriate organisations and agreed to progress 
the request.  

In response to a question about recruiting those who had recently retired, it was 
explained there was scope but it was difficult to convince people to leave retirement 
and an effective strategy would need to be explored. The DCS agreed to explore 
this option.  

During the discussion, a member asked for data that covered the length of time 
between placing a social worker job advert and a new staff member being on-
boarded, as well as the conversion rate from accepted offers to new staff coming 
through the door. Members also asked if it was possible to produce benchmarks for 
these statistics. 

56. SCHOOL UPDATE REPORT 

Kirsten Harrison, Director of Education (DoE), gave a summary of this report. It was 
explained that from the 7th of December 2022, the Schools’ Bill was set aside but 
communications since then from the Regional Director had indicated that certain 
aspects of the Schools’ Bill would continue to be implemented. Members were 
advised that the consultation outcomes for the Green Paper were also on the 
horizon. Despite this turbulence, the plan was still for schools to become 
Academies but now without 2030 given as a deadline. 

It was also reported that the local area SEND Inspection Framework was signed off 
by Ofsted in December 2022 and would be implemented as of January 2023.

Members were advised there had been a significant uptick in schools voluntarily 
converting to Academies since the White Paper. The secondary school sector had 
almost fully ‘Academised’ between 2010 and 2015, but the primary sector was still 
majority maintained. It was recognised most schools were very open to and 
pragmatic about the conversion to academy status but some schools were strongly 
opposed.

A member raised concern that the ‘Academisation’ approach did not take into 
account how small rural schools were run and how they were less able to fulfil the 
conversion. The DoE agreed, explaining that more work needed to be done to 
support these sorts of schools individually.
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In response to a question over poor performance in Key Stage One, it was 
explained that curriculum shifts were required to additionally support children who’s 
early education had been disrupted by the Covid-19 Pandemic and that some 
teachers had struggled at adapting to this challenge. It was also suggested that this 
poor performance could have been compounded by recently arrived international 
students. Tt was recognised regardless of the disadvantage, work had to be done 
to help children catch up.

It was asked if Gloucestershire County Council could be more proactive if it became 
an academy trust. It was explained that the Council could not become an academy 
trust. Education  were awaiting legislation regarding whether Local Authorities could 
sponsor the establishment of an Academy Trust as was proposed in the Schools’ 
Bill, but in the meantime Education  are being  proactive in looking at other routes to 
influence the development of the trust-led system in Gloucestershire.

A member raised concern over the increase in permanent exclusion due to physical 
assaults in the last 2 years. It was suggested this was likely due to social isolation 
caused by the Covid-19 Pandemic and that work was being done to support 
students with anti-social behaviour.

57. VERBAL UPDATE ON TREVONE HOUSE - HOW'S IT WORKING IN 
OPERATION/PRACTICE AND PLANS FOR FUTURE TREVONE HOUSES. 

The Director of Children’s Services, gave the verbal update. It was explained that 
the external report from the Institute of Social Care was underway and would be 
reporting on the efficacy of the Trevone House model. 

It was noted that an interim report was due by mid-February, and the final report 
would be collated by the end of May. The report would give clear details on the 
efficacy of the model once it had been completed and the report would be 
scrutinised at future meetings.

A member reiterated his request for a copy of the scope of the review.  The DCS 
agreed to provide the member with a copy but clearly stated that it was not sharing.  
The DCS advised the committee that Southfields was a different issue and the 
scope of the review was about the effectiveness of the Trevone House model.    

58. BRIEFING NOTE ON THE RECOMMISSIONING OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY 
CENTRES. 

The Director of Children’s Services gave a summary of the report.  It was explained 
the Authority proposed extending existing arrangements for 9 months to consult 
with the voluntary sector and contractual arrangements for Children’s Centres.  It 
was accepted this additional time would help with the planning synchronisation of 
the new Family Hubs. 

The DCS explained the service had received feedback from the Children’s Coalition 
and the voluntary sector, that the commissioning process favoured large national 
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charities and this had led to this delay.  The Cabinet Member for Children's 
Safeguarding and Early Years added that it was essential to see how the voluntary 
sector could scale up in order to offer provision in Gloucestershire, he added that it 
was essential to get it right.  

59. ICT UPDATE REPORT 

The Executive Director of Corporate Resources, gave a brief introduction to this 
report.  The Committee welcomed the report and thanked officers for a clearer and 
concise report.   

A member requested training to understand how the Liquid Logic system was used 
by social workers.  Officers agreed to take this point away and investigate this best 
way to progress this request.  During the discussion, a member suggested that any 
person viewing the Liquid Logic system should be DBS checked.  Officers agreed 
to check the GDPR requirement before progressing any requests.  In the interim, 
Members were requested to send their expression of interest to Democratic 
Services.  

60. IMPROVEMENT BOARD UPDATE 

The Director of Children’s Services (DCS), provided a brief summary of this report. 
It was noted that the Executive Director of Corporate Resources had been 
appointed as the chair of the Improvement Board, and other members from 
Children and Families Overview and Scrutiny Committee were on the Improvement 
Board.  It was recognised that the architecture was now in place to continue on the 
improvement journey.  

It was noted the poor attendance and the lack of Police involvement in the 
Improvement Board had been highlighted as a key concern. The DCS would 
continue to monitor the situation, it was noted that Senior Police Officers had been 
advised that the Improvement Board needed to be taken more seriously. 

A member asked for data about how long the entire adoption process had been 
taking but the data was not fully available. Some figures were provided detailing 
expected time frames for the adoption stages but current end-to-end timing 
averages were not available. The member was asked to email specific questions 
regarding the adoption process backlog to Democratic Services and a detailed 
response would be provided in due course.

61. IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

The report was noted.

62. PERFORMANCE REPORT 
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The DCS advised the committee that it was important that reports were honest and 
members needed to be aware of the worst case scenario.  He added that the 
service was still deemed to be 'Requires Improvement' and it was important for all 
involved to be aware of the current position, in order to keep the service moving 
forward.  

The Chair on behalf of the Committee wished to thank the DCS and his team for all 
their efforts and remarked that he appreciated the frank and honest picture.

The report was noted.

63. QUALITY ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK 

The report was noted.

64. REVENUE MONITORING REPORT 

The report was noted.

CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 12.20 pm
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Children and Families Overview and Scrutiny Committee actions – 14 January 2023 

Topic Action Responsibility Progress

149. RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF 
CHILDREN SERVICES 
STAFF 

50.

Chris Spencer and Rob England to take away 
and work on how social worker recruitment 
pipelines were advertised and communicated, 
including through the Social Worker Academy 
and the GCC Website

Chris 
Spencer/Rob 
England

The pipelines into social work 
(e.g. students, Frontline, 
Overseas recruits, 
apprenticeships) are currently 
being highlighted in the 
graphic design of the 
Academy’s SW progression 
pathway – due for launch at 
the end of February.  This 
graphic will be located within 
an easily accessible 
Academy webpage that 
contextualises the 
progression offer and the 
benefits of joining with GCC.  
The webpage will further link 
to the Recruitment site for 
Children’s Social Care posts.

2 RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF 
CHILDREN SERVICES 
STAFF 

Cllr Cohen to share Renishaw plc. contact details 
with Chris Spencer so he can explore their staff 
housing arrangements with them

Chris Spencer Contact made with the CE of 
Renishaw to explore options 
for supported accommodation 
explored

3 RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF 
CHILDREN SERVICES 
STAFF 

Cllr Davies to discuss further with Chris Spencer 
about best lobbying approaches.

Cllr 
Davies/Chris 
Spencer

Lobbying undertaken through 
the SW ADCS group, the 
LGA and DfE partners.

P
age 9



4 RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF 
CHILDREN SERVICES 
STAFF 

Chris Spencer to explore options for recruiting 
recent retirees

Chris Spencer Passed to the SW Academy 
for further consideration.

On completion of the 
progression pathway, the 
Academy and GCC’s 
Children’s Social Work 
recruitment team will 
collaborate on an initiative to 
create an alumni of ex-staff 
that we keep in regular 
contact with around points of 
interest, possible cpd offers, 
and recruitment initiatives.  
Where residents of 
Gloucestershire have recently 
retired from the profession 
(from GCC or other 
employment) we will include 
them in this network where 
possible. 

5 RECRUITMENT AND 
RETENTION OF 
CHILDREN SERVICES 
STAFF 

Mandy Quayle to share the data and continue 
working on the benchmarking data

Mandy Quayle Completed

6 65. VERBAL UPDATE ON 
TREVONE HOUSE - 

Interim report to be added to next meeting’s 
agenda and final report to be added to work plan 
for July.

Andie Griffiths Completed

P
age 10



766. ICT Update Report Members to express interest in training with 
democratic services.  Rob England to arrange 
request. 

Members/Rob 
England

 Cllr David Drew submitted 
interest in this to Democratic 
Services and we have 
collaborated to arrange his 
viewing of Liquid Logic in 
concert with the Liquid Logic 
Leads within ICT and 
Childrens Services.

Should any other members 
hold the same interest we 
can facilitate the same 
through Democratic Services.

867. Improvement Board 
Update 

Cllr Cohen to email democratic services her 
specific questions relating to the adoption 
process backlog.  

Cllr Cohen Awaiting officer response and 
will be circulated in due 
course.  

968.

P
age 11
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Title of Report:
Update report Early Intervention & Help

Purpose of Report:
To provide members with an update in relation to the work being 
carried out by GCC Early Help and Targeted Support Services.

Author: Andy Dempsey, Emma Trigwell 

1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this report is to update CFOSG on the work underway to develop our early/family help 
offer as part of the wider programme of work to improve Childrens Services.  It follows on from a 
previous overview report and also provides evidence of the impact of our family support work.

2.0 Introduction:

Early Help and Targeted Support services within GCC continue to develop and impact on the lives of 
children and families countywide. 

Within the service area we have multiple disciplines and roles including- Early Help Co-ordinators, 
Community Social Workers, Family information service, Early Help Triage, Family Support workers, 
Triple P facilitators and Family Group conference co-ordinators.

We are also responsible for delivering on the Supporting Families programme and the Reducing 
Parental Conflict (DfE) programme.

The Children’s Social Care Reform 2023: Stable Homes, Built on Love: Implementation Strategy and 
Consultation, identifies a meaningful and effective help for families at an early stage as the foundation 
for effective social care. This is providing the backcloth to the improvement and development 
programme now underway.  The recent pause in the Children and Family Hub contract was due, in 
part, to the need to ensure our proposals align with the national policy direction, local need and the 
children’s social care transformation work.

3.0 Strategic updates:

The Early Help Overview Document previously considered by CFOSG outlines our service offer, with 
this report primarily focussing on areas of development.

Early Help Systems

We have recently established an Early Help Sub-Group as part of the Children’s Wellbeing collation, 
with membership drawn from across the partnership. This sub-group seeks to have oversight and 
provide direction for the development of several areas of the wider Early Help system. 

The sub-group has several working groups which seek to advance the following areas:

 Data sharing maturity across agencies through the development of new SISA’s and DPIA’s 
between services allowing for better use of data in the development of services and 
community responses.

 The continued development and implementation of the Graduated Pathway of Help and 
Support, which is the assessment framework in place for all children outside of statutory 
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services across our Early Help system. So far, we have secured a governance structure for the 
Pathway through the subgroup and will shortly be embarking on consultation with partners 
regarding the current pathway and paperwork to understand development needs. The final 
piece of work for this group will be the possible development of a digitised pathway in 
response to the feedback given, making the sharing of assessments and plans for families 
smoother and aiming to reduce the number of times they must re-tell their journeys.

 The development of an Early Help Strategy for Gloucestershire using the Early Help System 
Guide, which the group completed as part of the requirements for the Supporting Families 
Program for DLUHC as the foundations for this document.

 Final workstream, which is new, will be refreshing Gloucestershire’s multi-agency levels of 
intervention document, focusing on the individual needs of the child or young person. This 
will help to provide clear guidance as to when the need for a strategy discussion has been 
met and improve the consistent application of thresholds.   This is an important element 
within our multi- agency safeguarding and family support arrangements, to ensure we 
provide support at the right level at the right time – the potential for over intrusion being an 
important consideration alongside drift and delay.

The development of this governance structure through the subgroup reporting into the Children’s 
Wellbeing Coalition will be key in ensuring that our Early Help system development has coherence and 
drive.

Supporting Families (SF)
The Supporting Families (SF) programme (previously Troubled Families) began in 2012, The 
programme is funded through the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC) 
the programme received a further commitment of £700 million nationally to fund the programme for 
a further 3 years (2022-2025).  The refreshed programme is supported by an enhanced outcomes 
framework.

There are 2 aspects to the Supporting Families Programme, the delivery of intensive family support 
and the development of our wider Early Help networks. Intensive family support work is monitored 
through a payment by results system whilst the Early Help development work focuses on building 
strong multi-agency networks as evidenced through strong working practices and factors such as 
effective data sharing.

SF Payment by Results (PbR) Targets 

Our PbR targets were set at the start of the current funding round for The Supporting Families 
Programme (2022-2025) and are as follows. 

Year 1: 487 families, 

Year 2: 789 families, 

Year 3: 975 families.

These targets are for families successfully worked with, with all identified needs met at the point of 
closure and these positive outcomes maintained for a period of 6 months with no re-referral. 
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We are currently in year one and at the point of this update (15.02.23) have submitted 406 claims, 
with 81 claims (16%) remaining to submit by 31st March 23. We expect to meet the target by year end.

The national program will this year be celebrating 10 years of delivery. Since commencement in 2012, 
the programme has focused on supporting vulnerable families through whole family work to help 
them achieve positive and sustainable outcomes. The hard work and dedication of those delivering 
the [programme in LA’s and their partners has led to successful outcomes for 650,000 families. In 
Gloucestershire we have consistently been a high performing LA meeting our targets year on year.

Parents Relationships Matter- (Reducing Parental Conflict- DfE program) 

The recognition of the impact of parental conflict on children has been steadily increasing over the 
past few years and in Gloucestershire’s early help services we are seeing an increased number of 
referrals in which harmful parental conflict is a significant factor in children’s lives. Responding to this 
need requires a skilled and trained workforce and close working arrangements with Domestic Abuse 
services to understand and respond appropriately to the continuum of need that exists between 
parental conflict and domestic abuse. DWP have been providing RPC funding to LAs since 2019. 
Between 2019-2021 this was a relatively small amount of funding and was specifically ring fenced for 
work force development at the time.

In 2022, the Reducing Parental Conflict programme received further funding from DWP for the period 
2022-2025. This new round of funding came with a greater breadth of options for how the programme 
budget is used, with a continued focus on the development of resources and training to support 
practitioners and parents to address poor relationship quality in families where it is having an impact 
on the wellbeing of children. In Gloucestershire, the Reducing Parental Conflict Programme is 
rebranding and adapting the training we provide to reflect a more strengths-based approach to 
working with parents. The programme has changed its name to Parents Relationships Matter- 
Gloucestershire to reflect some of these changes.

 Below is a short brief on the current offer through this programme.

RPC - Training for Community Practitioners Internal & External

We continue to offer 3 training opportunities for practitioners wishing to increase their skills and 
knowledge in working with parents experiencing relationship conflict and its impact on children:

 ½ hour webinar
 3 hour online interactive multi-agency training
 2 half days of training to enable practitioners to develop skills in using the One Plus One 

digital resource with families. 

Numbers of delegates are increasing month on month with the latest training dates being fully 
booked.

Month Course Delegate Numbers
October 2022 One Plus One Digital Interventions 6 
November 2022 RPC 

One Plus One Digital Interventions
18
9

December 2022 RPC Practitioner Training 16
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One Plus One Digital Interventions 17

January 2023 One Plus One Digital Interventions 18 FB 

February RPC Practitioner Training 18 FB 

Community Practitioners Workshops

On completion of training modules community practitioners are being offered continuous 
professional development (CPD) online workshops which are provided every 6 weeks to embed 
knowledge, skills in the use of the resources. These workshops will also enable practitioners to share 
good practice and identify any barriers in their work to improve parental relationships. 

Community Partners Engagement Group

A Trainers and Champions Forum is being developed for key individuals leading on parental 
relationship quality work across Gloucestershire, this group will support in the delivery and roll out of 
the programme plan.

Countywide launch planned of ‘Parents Relationships Matter Gloucestershire’ Programme 

Building on the Reducing Parental Conflict training – this will be an awareness campaign launch which 
will incorporate communication to our partners around the change in the language we use. We will 
be aiming to move away from talking about ‘parental conflict’ towards a strengths-based approach 
which will refer to ‘improving the quality of family and parental relationships’.  

The programme will be called ‘Parents Relationships Matter – Gloucestershire’.

The launch will include an Online Conference planned towards the end of February 2023, which will 
provide a range of training and information events over the 4-day conference period. Practitioner 
training and resources will be publicised and distributed using posters, leaflets, and a social media 
campaign. We aim through the conference to start a conversation and spark interest across 
Gloucestershire around the impact and importance of working with parents to improve the quality of 
relationships where conflict between parents is frequent, intense, and poorly resolved.

4.0 Delivery: Assessing Impact

Our direct delivery service, comprising of: Early Help co-ordinators, Partnership Managers, Community 
Social Workers, Family Information Service, Early Help Triage workers, Triple P practitioners, Family 
Group Conference service and Families First Family Support Teams are consistently achieving positive 
outcomes for families.  Their impact is being monitored through KPI’s for the Continuous Improvement 
Plan (CIP) and quarterly data reporting on re-referrals into statutory services.

For the CIP, we report on re- referrals to statutory services during the previous three-month period 
i.e., for December we will look at all families closed to Early Help during October, November and 
December and then establish which of those families were re-opened to Childrens social care within 
a 6-week period:
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Reporting month % of EH episodes closed within the last 3 months 
who have been referred to Social Care in the last 
6 weeks
Target Actual

March 22 20% 5.9%
April 20% 7%
May 20% 6.8%
June 20% 6.8%
July 20% 6.1%
August 20% 6%
September 20% 4.9%
October 20% 6.6%
November 20% 7.5%
December 20% 6.2%

The following data set is reported on a quarterly bases and is looking at outcomes over the longer 
term to understand whether families receiving a Family Support Early Help offer escalate to CSC.  

Two sets of data have been analysed to gain insight into the impact of interventions with families and 
re-referrals into services. The first being all children who had a Family Support Early Help episode close 
between August and Sept 2022 and then 6 months later whether they had been re-referred to either 
Family Support or Social Care. This data gave us the following:

All Early Help episodes closed between 1/08/22-01/09/22. (LOI 3 and 4)
Total children closed to family support 238
Remained open to SC throughout 43
Total children closed to both SC and Family support 195
Not open to EH or SC 6 months later 178 91.3%
Re opened within the 6 month window 17 8.7%
Breakdown of re referrals 
                Re opened to SC- CIN- Stepped up by Families First 1 5.9%
                Re opened to SC-CIN- Front Door Referral 1 5.9%
                Reopened to EH 15 88.2%

In calculating the % rates for re referrals, we have discounted the children that remained open to 
Social Care throughout the period of Family Support involvement. These children were closed to 
Family Support but still open to Social Care at the point of this analysis. These will have been children 
who were referred for a short-term piece of work alongside a Social Care intervention.

 There were 195 children closed during this time frame - of these 178 children, had not been 
re-referred for services (91.3%) in the 6 months after closure.

 17 children had been re-referred (8.7%)
 Of those 17 Children:
 2 children were re-opened to social care (11.8%) 
 1 of the 2 children was referred by a community practitioner and 1 was stepped-up by family 

support workers during their intervention due to escalation in need. 
 15 children re-opened to family support (88.2%)
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The second cohort we scrutinised were children stepped downs from Social Care to Early Help. This 
report doesn’t allow us to report on children at the point of closure, therefore we looked at those 
children referred to Early Help as a stepdown between Feb 22 and March 22.   This would enable us 
to assume a period of 6 months support and a period of 6 months closure before then checking their 
status in Feb 23 to identify those that had been re-referred. We only considered step downs not 
referrals for work alongside an open Social Care intervention. 

Step-down from SC referrals received between 1/2/22-1/3/22
Total referrals received 104
Not open to any service 90 86.6%
Remains open to EH only 8 7.7% 94.3%
Re-opened to SC 1 0.9%
Re-opened EH 5 4.8%
of those 6 reopened.

Re-opened to SC- CIN 0
Re-opened to SC- CP 1
Re-opened to SC- CLA 0

                                Breakdown of re-referrals
Stepped up by C&FC 1
Front door referral 5

 There was a total of 104 children stepped down from social care during this 1-month period, 
Feb-March 22.

 Looking at the same cohort of children a year later 90 of them had closed to services within 
the year, a further 8 remained open to Early Help.
Of the 104 children

 98 (94.3%) children were not re-referred.
 6 (5.7%) children were re referred

Of the 6 children
 5 were opened to Early Help
 1 opened on a CP plan. 

Across both data sets of the 3 children re-opened to Social Care, 2 of these rereferrals were made by 
Family Support staff during the intervention as needs escalated.

The re-referral rates overall continue to read as low, there are, as we would expect, some families for 
different reasons that need to remain open to services to ensure the children are safe and well.

We hope to shortly be able to enhance our reporting to encompass the impact of our Triple P 
parenting interventions, Family Group conferencing service and advice and guidance services for lead 
professionals within the community which we can bring to a future meeting if helpful.

5.0 Conclusions:

It’s an exciting time for Early Help services across the country, with a national policy focus on 
intervening earlier with families in order to avoid high-cost services in the future. The Childrens Social 
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Care Reform 2023 puts a strong emphasis on ‘Family Help’ services within communities, drawing on 
the strengths within family networks to support change. We have a real opportunity with the 
extension of the Children and Family Centre contracts and development of ‘Family Hubs’ to focus 
interventions where there are required, in the heart of communities, whilst maintaining a strong 
family support presence to continue to deliver and build upon the impacts evidenced above. 

There is a lot of development activity within the Early Help arena as set out in this report. The tracking 
data set in Section 4.0 goes some way to show the impact of these services in reducing demand to 
those high-end, high-cost statutory services. It starts to highlight the areas where we need to continue 
to focus services and capacity, to continue to intervene successfully with families and communities.  

The recently establish Early Help sub-group will be key to the continued development within this area 
and will provide a voice across the partnership to ensure collaboration in the next phases. Not least 
the development of the Early Help strategy, which will become the umbrella for several strategies to 
sit beneath, with multi agency agreement.

Emma Trigwell

Acting Head of Service: Early Help

February 2023
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Children and Families Scrutiny Committee
Date: 9th March 2023 Agenda No:

Title of Report: SEND Services – Update Report

Purpose of Report: To provide members of the scrutiny committee with an update on 
the delivery of SEND services across the county, the Green 
paper, and the pending Local Area Inspection

Recommendations: For information and discussion

Officer(s) Contact: Kirsten Harrison, Director of Education
Amanda Henderson, Head of SEND service

Key Risks
1. Continuing significant pressure on delivery of services due 

to a continued rise in the number of children and young 
people accessing SEND services.

2. Slow pace of much needed national policy change
3. Insufficient financial resources allocated in the Dedicated 

Schools Grant (DSG) to deliver the required level of support, 
generating a High Needs block deficit.
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1. Context
1.1. As outlined in the report brought to Children and Families Scrutiny Committee on 

the 14th of July 2022, the delivery of SEND services both locally and nationally are 
under significant pressure, due to a continued rise in the number of children and 
young people accessing support through the statutory, Education Health and Care 
Plan (EHCP). 

1.2. This rise started in 2014 when significant changes were made to the legislation (the 
SEND Code of Practice). Data published by the DfE shows that in the first four 
years (2014-18) the number of children and young people accessing support 
through an EHCP increased by 35% nationally. This contrasted with the previous 
five years (2010-14), which saw an increase of just 4%. This rise has not abated, in 
fact it has seen a sharper increase. In the period 2018 to 2022, there has been a 
48% increase in EHCPs nationally. 

1.3. This national rise has been replicated locally. In January 2018 Gloucestershire 
supported 3,290 EHCPs; by January 2023, the number had risen to 5,295 a rise of 
61%. Since the global pandemic there has been a further increase in the trend, as 
shown in fig.1 below.

Fig.1 – New plans issued by academic year.

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 (30th Nov 2022)

New EHCPs issued 491 527 598 788 235

Variance from p/y - +36 +71 +190 +73 (compared to same 
period)

1.4. National data will be updated shortly, but at the last collection, Gloucestershire still 
had a lower rate of EHCPs per 1000 (27.6) than both national (28.2) and statistical 
neighbours (28.3) despite these significant local rises. 

1.5. The government recognises the need for national system and policy change to 
address these issues, which was outlined at the CFSC meeting in July 2022, will be 
delivered through the SEND Green paper. 

1.6. The response to the Green paper from the DfE is much needed, but is still pending, 
and is now expected to be published before Easter 2023. The journey of the 
national consultation reflects how complex the issues are. The SEND Review 
started in September 2019, resulting in the development of the Green paper and 
the closing of the consultation at the end of July 2022; we now await the proposals 
on implementation. 

1.7. Despite the Green paper consultation outcomes not yet being published, the new 
Ofsted Local Area SEND Inspection framework proposed within the Green paper 
was signed off by Ofsted in December 2022, and has been in operation since 
January 2023, with three local authorities having been inspected under the new 
framework at the time of writing.

2. Development of SEND and Inclusion services.
2.1. Whilst a national view on the development of SEND services is important, we have 

continued to develop our local services to try and meet the rising level of need we 
are experiencing. 
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2.2. Implementation of the SEND and Inclusion strategies is progressing well, with a 
number of milestones being delivered:

 Strengthened governance arrangements through the inception of the SEND 
and Inclusion Local Area Partnership Board (SILAP).

 Improving the EHCP process and casework

 Update and strengthening of the Local Offer.

 Opening of two new special schools (Brook 09/22 & Sladewood 09/23), an 
Early Years assessment centre and bids submitted to the DfE for two free 
school Special schools.

 Agreement and roll out of the common funding banding system to improve the 
quality and consistency of our funding models to schools.

 Enhancing our training and CPD offer to the SEND system.

Strengthened governance arrangements.
2.3. In  Autumn 2022 the Joint Additional Needs Board, which oversaw the 

implementation of the previous strategies was wound down and the new 
partnership board launched (SILAP). This is in part to reflect and support the new 
strategic cycle, but to also re-invigorate the multi-agency engagement and 
commitment to support the development of SEND services as an effective Local 
Area Partnership. This is of particular relevance to the Integrated Care Board (ICB) 
where the Green Paper, Ofsted Inspection Framework and National Health Service 
England (NHSE) have been explicit regarding the ICB required commitment to 
SEND.

2.4. The emphasis on local area partnership engagement and oversight is crucial. 
Ensuring that children and young people with SEND get the right support, requires 
all agencies and professionals to work together, and alongside families, to shape a 
shared vision and plan. 

2.5. To exemplify this, locally we know that there are rising numbers of children and 
young people with issues related to their Social Emotional Mental Health (SEMH). 
This is borne out in the number of children with SEMH as the primary need in their 
EHCP. How we address this rising concern around children’s mental health must be 
considered collectively, so that social care, health, education, and families are all 
pulling in the same direction to affect change and provide the right support at the 
right time.

2.6. The new SILAP board has launched really positively and has now met four times. It 
has taken an active role in overseeing the development of a clear Local Area 
Partnership improvement plan and the preparation of services and agencies for the 
expected Ofsted Inspection. 

Improving the EHCP process and casework
2.7. The quality of EHCP casework is an essential component of our SEND services. 

Caseworkers are the key contact point for the family and support them through the 
process from start to finish. As EHCP numbers have risen the pressure on the team 
has been significant, with timeliness and effectiveness both negatively affected as a 
result. In analysing the resourcing required, a manageable caseload was calculated 
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to be around 150 to 170 and caseworkers are currently typically operating at over 
250.

2.8. To address this issue, we have taken a dual track approach. Firstly, to review and 
redesign the EHCP process to ensure it is as efficient and effective as possible. In 
doing this we have removed any unnecessary barriers or elements in the process 
and ensured that it is focussed on the quality of service and support for the child or 
young person and the family. 

2.9. As part of this process, we have also procured and rolled out a digital tool to 
support the process for all new EHCPs. Using a web portal parents and 
professionals are now able to engage and contribute to the process through a 
single system, reducing the need for email exchanges which can cause delay. The 
system also allows parents to see progress of the EHCP request through the 
process and it links to our core data system (Capita) which reduces administration 
for caseworkers.

2.10. The second track is investment in staffing to meet the rising level of need. We are 
delighted that cabinet approved £1.6m to support SEND services in the recent 
MTFS allocation. This is enabling us to recruit much needed caseworkers and to 
increase specialist capacity in the Education Psychology service.

Updating and strengthening the Local Offer
2.11. The local offer details the services and support that are available for families with 

SEND. A full review of the content has been undertaken to ensure that it is up to 
date and accessible for families.

Specialist provision
2.12. The rising level of need has generated an increase in the need for specialist 

placements. In 2018/19 we commissioned 1,128 places in special schools. By the 
start of the academic year 2023/24 we will have increased numbers by 25% to 
1,439. We have achieved this by fully maximising and expanding the capacity of our 
existing schools, opening two new special schools and an Early Years assessment 
centre.

2.13. In  Autumn 2022 we submitted bids to the free school programme for two new 
schools, which, if the bids are successful,  would provide an additional 400 places. 
We await the outcome of these bids, which is expected before Easter 2023. If 
unsuccessful, our existing devolved capital funding is sufficient to provide around 
25% of these places and it will require consideration of how additional capital 
funding can be sourced to fill this gap to meet demand.

2.14. On the 26th of January 2023, a new specialist assessment and childcare provision 
was launched by Dingley’s Promise, commissioned by and working with the Early 
Years’ service. The provision will:

 provide childcare entitlement for eligible children to gain support and 
assessment, where there has been challenges to meet need in  mainstream 
provision.

 facilitate multi-agency assessments and evidence-based interventions to 
support child development, working with both the child and the parent.

 inform planning for the next stage of the child’s education. 
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 provide an outreach service to support successful transitions to the child’s next 
setting ahead of and beyond the child’s transition into mainstream schooling.

Common Funding Banding System
2.15. The design and delivery of a common funding banding system was approved by 

cabinet in March 2021. The decision and associated papers can be found here. 
This provides the background, rationale, and objectives for the new system. It is 
worth noting, that following this local decision, the SEND Green Paper was 
published and clearly referenced the Government’s intention to move to a national 
banding system. The development of our local banding system will position us well 
to move to a national system when it is developed and implemented.

2.16. Following the cabinet decision, there has been a good deal of work done to design, 
develop and test the proposed system. The ‘Banded Funding Project’ was setup to 
design and deliver a universal banded funding system for pupils with EHCPs to 
replace the current Resource Allocation System (RAS) used for mainstream 
settings, and the existing Special School banding framework. By moving to a 
universal banding model across all maintained settings, both mainstream and 
specialist, this means that no matter where a child/young person learns, they will 
get the support they need. 

2.17. The system aims to support the delivery of tailored, child-focussed support in a 
timely manner, facilitate more creativity and flexibility and, in turn, equip 
children/young people with SEND to reach their full potential. Support can be 
tailored to an individual child/young person’s needs or to a group of children/young 
people with similar needs. The model will also support schools in being better able 
to plan interventions and manage their SEN budget with the knowledge of the 
number of pupils allocated a particular banding level.

2.18. For each category of special educational need (Social, Emotional Mental Health; 
Cognition and Learning; Communication and Interaction; Sensory and Physical) a 
set of descriptors ranging from Bands 1 to 6 have been developed which denote the 
increasing needs of children/young people. The banding descriptors provide 
detailed guidance as to relevant SEN that a child/young person may display, and 
the recommended level of provision required to meet these needs. These were 
discussed at the last Schools Forum and are included with these papers.

2.19. The descriptors will be cross-referenced with pupils’ EHCPs to help assign an 
appropriate banding level. The development and testing of the descriptors were 
conducted in co-production with partners, including the Education Psychology 
Service, Advisory Teacher Service, EHCP Service, Gloucestershire Association of 
Special School Head Teachers (GASSH), healthcare professionals, 
Gloucestershire Parent Carer Forum (PCF) and a working group of Special 
Educational Needs and Disabilities Co-ordinators (SENDCOs). 

2.20. From March to July 2022, the Banded Funding project team worked with schools 
across Gloucestershire to test the validity and usability of the descriptors; test the 
new banding process; collate costs of provision to inform the funding model; and 
seek feedback to further develop the descriptors and process. 

2.21. The Banded Funding testing phase was successfully completed across ten 
maintained special schools/academies, four mainstream primary 
schools/academies and five mainstream secondary schools/academies. A total of 
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296 existing EHCPs were tested using the new descriptors. Following a review of 
the data collected during the testing phase, it has been agreed that Bands 1-4 of 
the descriptors will be utilised within mainstream schools and Bands 3-6 will be 
used within Special Schools. We recognise that some children and young people 
may have needs which exceed the top-level descriptors and therefore, where 
appropriate, bespoke packages will be considered.

2.22. The system will be implemented from the new financial year in April 2023 for all 
newly issued EHCPs and all Special School pupils. As Special Schools currently 
operate using a banding system, we are looking to migrate all maintained special 
school pupil bandings across to the new framework. With regards to pupils 
attending mainstream settings, we plan to consult further with all of the pilot 
mainstream schools and the Parent Carer Forum with regards to the migration 
process for EHCP pupils who were banded as part of the pilot phase. This will 
inform plans for migration of all mainstream pupils onto the new common banding 
framework. The Banded Funding project team plan to hold further information 
sessions for Gloucestershire’s maintained schools, which will be shared in due 
course, to ensure colleagues are fully informed and equipped to use the new 
framework.

Training and CPD offer.
2.23. A highly trained and expert workforce is an essential component of an effective 

local area SEND system. As part of the development plan we are offering:

 Trauma Informed Restorative Practice training to schools and to GCC staff, 
helping them to better understand and respond to behavioural issues.

 Nationally accredited SEN training has been provided to the casework service 
to increase legislative and good practice knowledge.

 Workforce development funded by the DfE is taking place across education 
health and social care. This will strengthen partnership understanding and 
delivery of SEND responsibilities. 

 SENCo Level 3 training for Early Years PVS staff – The third cohort have just 
been recruited.
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Daniel Gillingham (Head of Service – Children’s Commissioning
& Mark Bone (Head of Service – 11-25 Permanency Service)

Bright Spots Survey 2022
‘Your Life, Your Care’ and ‘Your Life Beyond Care’
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Brief introduction to Bright Spots
• Gloucestershire Children’s Services, since 2017, have 

ran the Bright Spots Surveys which is supported by 
Coram Voice. The Bright Spots Programme is a 
partnership between Coram Voice and the University of 
Oxford, funded by the Hadley Trust. It supports local 
authorities to systematically listen to their children 
in care and care leavers, about the things that are 
important to them.

• The respective surveys identify the areas where children 
and young people aged between 4 and 25 years old are 
flourishing and where things could be improved, 
providing an evidence base of children’s experience and 
well-being to inform service improvements.
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Response rates
2017 2018 2019 2022

Your Life, Your Care 
Survey (4-18yrs)

116 Children in care 
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
417* a response rate of 
28%. 

189 Children in care 
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
617* a response rate of 
33%. 

105 Children in care 
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
617* a response rate of 
17%. 

119
Children in care
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
721*: a response rate 
of 17%

Your Life, Beyond Care 
Survey (16-25yrs)

The survey didn’t run 
in 2017

89 care leavers 
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
297* a response rate of 
30%. 

124 care leavers 
responded to the 
survey from a total 
eligible population of 
384* a response rate of 
32%. 

125 care leavers
responded to the
survey from a care
leaver population of
451: a response rate of
28%
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‘Your Life, Your 
Care’ (4-18yrs) 
survey findings

This is a good news story and a ‘Bright Spot’ of Practice
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‘Your Life, Your Care’ Summary
What is working well….
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‘Your Life, Your Care’ Summary cont…
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‘Your Life, Your Care’ Summary cont…
What could be better….
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Some quotes from our young people
• Is there anything else you want to say? What would make being in care better?

• No -I love living with my foster carers.
• No, care is suitable for me and things are going well.
• I'd like a bigger bedroom.
• To spend more time at the park.

• What would you change to make being in care better for you?
• To know I can live here as long as I want.
• Nothing, I've had a really positive experience.
• For people to understand where I’m coming from.
• Seeing my family more.
• I wouldn't change anything about being in care.
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Some quotes from our young people
• Is there anything else you want to say or tell us about being in care?

• At first I did not feel comfortable and felt a bit scared but I was trying to 
put up a front, but I feel cared for now.

• They teach me [to be] polite (respect to other person). Thank you.
• I want the same opportunities as everyone else.
• I like where I live now & wish I could stay here. 
• I feel that foster carers should get more options and rules to decide 

without being told by social workers.
• It is really good and it helped me to grow into a better person.
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‘Your Life, 
Beyond Care’ (16-

25yrs) survey
findings
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‘Your Life, Beyond Care’ Summary
What is working well….
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‘Your Life, Beyond Care’ Summary
What is working well….
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‘Your Life, Beyond Care’ Summary
What could be better….
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Comparing the Gloucestershire Surveys 2019 with 2022
Encouragingly, compared to the 2019 survey of care leavers in 
Gloucestershire, the current survey shows either sustained or improved 
findings across the range of indicators measured.
• Pet ownership (was 32.5%, now 46%)
• Having a person who tells you when you’ve done well (was 85%, now 

93%)
• ‘Always’ feel settled where you live (was 48%, now 59%)
• Feel where you live is right for you (was 65%, now 71%)
• Feel lonely ‘always or often’  (was 24%, now 9%) 
• Can connect to the internet at home (was 88%, now 95%)
• Very high levels of positivity about the future (was 24%, now 32%)
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Some comments from young people
• Is there anything you want to say about your leaving care worker?

• She’s best out of all the social workers I have had my whole life. Helped 
get things done and didn’t quit on me.

• She’s hard working, always manages to get the job done.
• He has been the most caring and loyal care worker and has helped me 

through my toughest times.
• She’s probably the best leaving care worker. So supportive and always 

listen to what I have to say.
• Really helpful and kind, very easy to get hold of and always supports 

me.
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Some comments from young people
• Is there anything you want to say about where you live?

• I am happy with where I live as its close to friends and family.
• I finally turned somewhere into a place I can call home.
• It is lovely and quiet here, very out of the way which is lovely at times. 
• Live in a council flat and I feel good about my flat … but I would really love 

to have a house so my daughter can play in the garden.
• It is my home where all my friends are, where my boyfriend is. It is where I 

feel safe.
• I would like to move closer to my parents. 
• I’m in temporary housing. I’m currently waiting for my own place and I’m on 

gold banding. 
• I am saving up to move out.
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Some comments from young people
• Is there anything you want to say about coping financially?

• I’m coping with my money very well. Also I don’t spend for useless stuff
• I handle money very well. I have no debt and savings to fall back on. I also 

have pet insurance and savings if my dog needs it.
• Debt but sorting it out with LCPA.
• I have no money I have universal credit which doesn’t last.
• I manage money well and always make sure to pay all the important bills etc 

first.
• The rising cost of living is awful ... I'm in my overdraft and I've always been 

financially thriving and I've never felt so horrible with the increasing cost of 
living. I can't even enjoy going outside for a coffee I feel guilt. I hate it. 

• Sometimes Struggle with it. 50-50%.
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Some comments from young people
• What would you like to say or tell us about leaving care? What could make your 

experiences better?
• I feel I have had a very positive leaving care experience and cannot say anything 

negative.
• I have always had the support while leaving care and have had the support whenever 

I needed it with issues/problems.
• Leaving care has been a smooth transition and I’m grateful that my leaving care 

worker listens and gets things done. 
• I think you are a great team, don’t think I have anything what could make you better. 
• The change over from social worker to leaving care worker was a day for me. I feel 

social could of introduced me to my leaving care worker some time before I was 18.
• I've had many different social workers over the past years. I think that if you were 

limited to 1 social or leaving care worker it would work out a lot better.
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• ‘A Call to Action’ - To work with Senior and Operational 
Leadership teams to tease out what actions we may have and 
need to take and incorporate them into our improvement plan

• Most importantly, to ensure young people have a copy of the 
summary documents including a ‘You Said… We Will’ pledge -
working with the ambassadors and the participation team on 
making them child/young person friendly and working with 
operational teams to disseminate these to young people

• Planning future surveys – To run the survey again (biannually) -
To ensure we have a plan around how this will be done –
working group with key areas (participation team, IRO Service, 
Virtual School, Commissioning with social care teams support)

Refreshed Improvement 
Plan to include findings 
from this survey, this will 
include actions aimed 
improving support 
around:

• Pathway Planning
• Training
• Housing
• Anxiety
• Loneliness

What now? What are we planning to do?
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Have you got any questions?
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Children & Families –
Strategic Risk 

Monitoring Report
Quarter Q3,  2022/23

RISK IMPACT / CONSEQUENCE

LIKELIHOOD Insignificant 
(1) Minor (2) Moderate 

(3) Major (4) Critical (5)

Almost certain (5) 5 10 15 20 25

Highly likely (4) 4 8 12 16 20

Probable (3) 3 6 9 12 15

Possible (2) 2 4 6 8 10

Rare (1) 1 2 3 4 5
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Summary overview

Ref Risk Owner Strategic Risks Residual risk score Direction of travel

SR 7.5 Chris Spencer Insufficient workforce capacity in Children's services Medium 12 
SR 7.7 Chris Spencer Failure to develop sufficient placement capacity Medium 12 
SR 7.4 Kirsten Harrison Failure to Close the gap in Educational Outcomes Medium 9



SR 7.2 Chris Spencer Ineffective Social Care Practice Medium 9 P
age 54
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SR 7.5: Insufficient workforce capacity in Children’s Services

Insufficient workforce capacity and/or instability adversely impacting on 
pace and sustainability of improvement and contributing to discontinuity 
in social engagement with children and families

Current controls:
1. Risks identified as part of appraisal process
2. Communications strategy/framework
3. Supervision 1:1
4. Workforce/Organisational Development Strategy
5. Strategies for business critical areas
6. Performance management (including absence 
management)
7. Workforce planning Leadership/manager
8. Structured training programmes/Academy
9. Leadership development

Period comments: 
Turnover and vacancies are showing signs of improvement however the proportion of agency workers that we 
have continues to be a challenge. Our ASYE cohort have been assimilated in to our establishment and we continue 
to make use of a wide range of routes in to social work as part of our 'grow your own' strategy. We are 
progressing with the implementation of systemic as our model of practice.

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

12 12

Risk Owner: Chris Spencer, Exec. 
Director of Children’s Services

Cabinet Member: Cllr Stephen Davies
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SR 7.7: Failure to develop sufficient placement capacity

Failure to develop sufficient placement capacity to meet the needs of children 
looked after

Risk Owner: Chris Spencer, Exec. 
Director of Children’s Services

Cabinet Member: Cllr Stephen Davies

Current controls:
Sufficiency Strategy
Foster Care

Period comments: 

The placement provider market is fragile and lacking capacity, particularly for the most vulnerable and complex 
children. Our revised Sufficiency Strategy, which will be considered by Cabinet in January, sets out a programme 
to increase our influence in the market and develop capacity in co-operation with established, high quality 
providers.

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

12 12
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SR 7.4: Failure to Close the gap in Educational Outcomes

The ability to meet statutory timelines for EHCP assessments, plan issue and annual amendments and the 
associated budgetary commitments, affecting the educational outcomes of vulnerable children, is at risk: 
financially, legally and reputationally through ever-increasing EHCP requests, workforce capacity to process 
these requests and the implications for the outcomes of future local area SEND inspections.

Current controls:

“Reshaping Education" Project focusing 
upon vulnerable children

Development of wide-ranging High Needs 
Programme

Implementation of Inclusion and Joint 
Additional Needs Strategies

Establishment of Schools Partnership Board

Period comments:
EHCP cumulative timeliness has improved April 22 to December 22 and there has been a reduction in the number of plans outside of statutory timeframes - with no plans now 
going over 52 weeks and no increase to plans running over 30 weeks. Service development plans, linked to the MTFS bid, identifies how further improvements can be made 
through ceasing trading of the Educational Psychology Service, the roll out of the non-statutory funding model, the new Banded Funding model going live and the new EHCP 
pathway and digital portal going live. Focused work on retaining the current casework workforce is aimed at maintaining service capacity to maintain and further raise these 
improvements in timeliness. External assessment of the service's improvement journey will be assayed through a Local Government Peer Review scheduled for the end of March 
in anticipation of a Local Area SEND Inspection under the newly signed off inspection framework in 2023.

Demand for EHCP assessment remains high. Pressures on the service and workforce remain high. The trend of increased Ombudsman cases and Tribunals is sustained.
The longer term work targeting increasing inclusive practices in schools is ongoing, but is a challenging culture change. This will also be dependent on work to change parental 
attitudes and confidence in mainstream settings to meet need.

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

9

Risk Owner: Kirsten Harrison, Director 
of Education

Cabinet Member: Cllr Philip Robinson

16
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SR 7.2 Ineffective Social Care Practice

Ineffective social care practice, management oversight and review processes resulting in 
drift and delay for children and young people in situations of harm.

Current controls:

Improvement plan

Improvement Board

Practice audits

Academy training processes

Period comments: 
The Continuous Improvement Plan continues to provide the focal point for improvement activity. Operating 
conditions continue to be challenging - reflected in our performance which is a mix of stability, improvement and 
regression. Turnover and vacancies are marginally improved however agency % remain above target.

Key:

Target 
score

Risk 
score

Risk Owner: Chris Spencer, Exec. 
Director of Children’s Services

Cabinet Member: Cllr Stephen Davies

9 9
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Children and Families Scrutiny Committee
Draft work programme 2023

Date of meeting Proposed reports Additional Information 

9 March 2023 Early Intervention and Help

SEND Update – Local Area SEND Inspection preparation

Sufficiency Strategy 

Trevone House - how's it working in operation/practice 
and plans for future Trevone Houses... Interim Report

Bright Spots Survey Results 

Performance Report 

Andy Dempsey/Emma Trigwell

Kirsten Harrison

Wendy Williams/Chris Spencer

Chris Spencer

Dan Gillingham/Mark Bone

Andy Dempsey
18 May 2023 Inclusion Strategy 

Results of a Pulse Survey on IT (results from Children’s 
will be presented). It will also outline digital strategy. (As 
agreed by SM/MQ & Cllr Miller)

Performance Report
Quality Assurance Framework – 
Revenue Monitoring Report

Kirsten Harrison 

Mandy Quayle

13 July 2023 Report on NEET care leavers and those not in suitable 
accommodation 

Further education, including perspective from Principals

First performance report on IT, and it could be the start of 
a new periodic performance report for the committee.

Trevone House - Final Outcome Report

Mark Bone/Kat Auckett /Ann James 

Kirsten Harrison - PUT AS FIRST ITEM ON THE 
AGENDA - Matt Burgess Principle GLosCol attending

Mandy Quayle 

Ann James/Cllr Davies 
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Children and Families Scrutiny Committee
Draft work programme 2023

14 September 2023

Performance Report 
Quality Assurance Framework – 
Revenue Monitoring Report

9 November 2023

Performance Report

Update on autism pathway- currently trying to explore this request, the current NHS Lead is unavailable at present.  

Other issues to be scheduled
 Child Friendly Gloucestershire 
 Children on the edge of care
 Youth Service Provision 
 Visit Family hubs in 2023

Development/Briefing Sessions (held virtually and not in public)

 Transition from Children’s to Adult Services – joint with Adult Care Scrutiny. To be scheduled. 
 Academisation  - check with Kirsten
 School Admissions/Transport - check with Kirsten
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